Sanitary Drum Funnels

Everything clean around the drum....
SERVOLiFT - BOLZ custom produces funnels for all drum types. Our funnels are handcrafted
using a special technique to minimize the gap between the drum and the rim thus
reducing the residual powder hang-up at this critical area. All funnels attach to the
drums using our one-piece, tamper proof clamping band.

SERVOLiFT
35 Righter Road
Randolph, NJ 07869
Ph: 973-442-7878 - www.servo-lift.com
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The Advantage: Proven Designs - Fully Customized - Unmatched Experience
Profile
Bolz produces both standard and custom funnels for their stainless steel drums or
your existing plastic, fiber or steel drums.
Bolz funnels feature seamless design with either 60° or 90° angles as standard or
any other angle as your process requires.
Funnels and Drums, combined with our handling systems, drum blenders, valves
and dust free docking systems offers a complete and affordable drum handing
system.
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Finishing is supplied to any range, from mill finish to specified Ra values with
profilometer proofing. We can also recommend a finish based on your application.
Additionally, our factory specializes in electro-polishing, which they do in house.

Materials of Construction
•
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316L Stainless Steel - welds continuous and ground smooth. Entire unit polished to a #4 luster, polish
grain in uniform directions for a professional look. Optionally 316L or hastelloy.
O-Ring in silicone per FDA CFR 177.2600

Other Advantages
•
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Best Fit funnel design to drum available
Unmatched experience from a supplier that has been in business since 1976 and is here to stay

Custom Funnels:

We can provide a funnel for any type of drum: fiber, plastic or steel.
They all feature our easy remove O-ring design and one-piece clamping ring system.
Add a Co.Ra valve
to complete the
funnel!

Flow Aids: We provide many different types of flow aids. Our application engineers
can advise you on the best method for your products

